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Marc Jacobs once put it beautifully in an interview: 'Clothes mean nothing
until someone lives in them'. What is a garment without someone who
wears it with pleasure? Summum Woman’s Spring 2021 collection is a real
feel good collection. Packed with garments you’ll never want to take off,
thanks to the fine fit and fabrics. Items that will make you feel comfortable
wherever you are and whatever you do. It all starts with the warm colour
palette. Brown, yellow and a hint of blue play a rustic game with the classic
black and white. An important addition to the collection are our organic
cotton denims; which use 90% less chemicals, 95% less water and 40% less
energy. A great feeling from all perspectives. Of course this also applies
to our denim skirts, since skirts will remain essential for this summer. The
countless styles range from paperbag waist to maxi plissé with print. What
goes for the skirts and trousers also goes for the tops. Lots of different styles
with the accent on the sleeves. From ruffles to bat sleeves and from puff
sleeves to wrinkle effects. Of course we don't forget the Summum classics
like the suit, which this season also comes in a new colour; alpaca.

The sales period is from 3rd August to 25th September.
The spring collection 2021 will be delivered from January onwards.

cover: dress 5s1253-11372C2
inside cover: blazer 1s1018-11367C2, trousers 4s2115-11367C2
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dress 5s1250-11357C1, cardigan 7s5570-7810C1

dress 5s1250-11357C1
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dress 5s1253-11372C2

dress 5s1253-11372C2, trousers 4s2119-11372C2
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cardigan 7s5557-7811C1, top 2s2583-11383C3, skirt 6s1197-11381C3

cardigan 7s5557-7811C1
top 2s2583-11383C3
skirt 6s1197-11381C3
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blouse 2s2564-11362C1

blouse 2s2564-11362C1, trousers 4s2074-11352C1
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top 3s4498-30226C2, trousers 4s2095-30226C2, belt 8s743-8381AC
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top 3s4498-30226C2
trousers 4s2095-30226C2
belt 8s743-8381AC
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top 2s2567-11353C1, trousers 4s2114-11353C1

pullover 7s5547-7811C1, trousers 4s2118-11353C1
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pullover 7s5566-7814C3

pullover 7s5566-7814C3, skirt 6s1196-11359C1
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scarf 8s732-11406C3
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dress 5s1241-11381C3
trousers 4s2102-11381C3

dress 5s1251-11410C2

blouse 2s2542-11401C3, trousers 4s2071-11352C2, belt 8s738-8377AC
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dress 5s1249-11409C2
belt 8s738-8377AC

dress 5s1233-11406C3

dress 5s1233-11406C3
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top 2s2549-11371C2, skirt 6s1194-11371C2

top 2s2540-11395C1
trousers 4s2101-11395C1
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blouse 2s2562-11388C3

blouse 2s2546-11408C2, skirt 6s1193-5087BD
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blouse 2s2552-11359C1
trousers 4s2139-11274C1

pullover 7s5550-7805C2
trousers 4s2139-11274C1

CAPSULE 1
Classy, cosy and cool

After a turbulent year now is the time for peace and
security. In the first capsule collection warm shades of
brown, soft blue and refined white nuances such as ivory
and shell are leading the way. It gives the knitwear an
instant feeling of cosiness. The brown shades alpaca and
walnut have also been used in the graphic prints and
for the tough looking cargo pants. By adding black and
white to the palette, everything looks fresh and light. Sky
blue is the perfect accent colour and gives the knitwear
a contemporary feel. In addition to the coloured knits,
blue is also found in the denims. They form a classy
combination together with the tops, and have that perfect
dose of cool thanks to the mix of colours.

cardigan 7s5557-7811C1
top 2s2475-11274C1
skirt 6s1196-11359C1
sweater 3s4495-30218C1
trousers 4s2091-11422C1
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SEASONAL
Trends

CROSS THE LINES
Fair’s fair, stripes are always right and never
boring. Especially when you combine
them in a new way, from head to toe. Like a
multi-colour, wide striped knit worn on light
coloured trousers with small vertical pinstripe.
Or a skirt and blouse combo with the same
striped pattern, except where the stripes on
the blouse are horizontal, they go all around the skirt. The
classic shirt mixes different striped fabrics like a patchwork.
And on sweaters stripes appear as a detail on collars.

S TAT E M E N T S L E E V E S
The details are on and in the sleeves
this season. By playing with volume and
accents, new shapes come to life. Great for
endless variations. Think puffed sleeves on
sweaters, wide set bat sleeves, a broader
‘muscle’ shoulder sleeve for T-shirts, next
to ruffles, pleats and contrasting cuffs. This trend is seen
throughout the season and comes alive in all capsules.

SOFT AND ROUGH
Tough and feminine don’t just alternate with
each other this season. Better than that, they
complement one another in our wardrobe,
with surprising new looks as a result. Think
short soft cardigans, romantic blouses and
muscle Tees, that match just as easily with
a skirt as with cargo pants, and yet create a completely
different feel. The organic cotton denims and skirt fit this
trend effortlessly.

top 3s4520-30215C1, trousers 4s2074-11352C1
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pullover 7s5547-7811C1
trousers 4s2118-11353C1

pullover
7s5547-7811C1
trousers
4s2117-11352C1
top
3s4520-30215C1
jeans
4s2100-5084BD

blouse 2s2533-11395C1
trousers 4s100-90100C2
coat 1s1014-11390C1
trousers 4s2118-11353C1
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pullover 7s5555-7810C1
trousers 4s2101-11395C1

blouse 2s2566-11397C1
jeans 4s2078-5086BD
cardigan 7s5570-7810C1
blouse 2s2532-11357C1
jeans 4s2077-5086BD
belt 8s743-8381AC

blouse 2s2537-11397C1, jeans 4s2077-5086BD
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pullover
7s5560-7812C1
skirt
6s1196-11359C1
blouse
2s2564-11362C1
top
2s2573-11362C1
trousers
4s2100-5084BD

cardigan 7s5557-7811C1
top 2s2573-11362C1
trousers 4s2139-11274C1
blouse 2s2535-11394C1
trousers 4s2094-30219C1
blouse 2s2581-11359C1, trousers 4s2117-11352C2
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blouse 2s2532-11357C1
trousers 4s2077-5086BD
belt 8s743-8381AC

pullover 7s5551-7806C1
trousers 4s2101-11395C1
scarf 8s731-11404AC
pullover 7s5553-7808C1
skirt 6s1191-11391C1

dress 5s1250-11357C1
boots 8s737-8376AC
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blouse 2s2545-11404C1
trousers 4s2113-11355C1

left:
blouse 2s2578-11358C1
trousers 4s2086-11323C1
right:
blouse 2s2585-11360C1
trousers 4s2117-11352C1

blouse 2s2581-11359C1, trousers 4s2086-11323C1
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dress 5s1249-11409C2

CAPSULE 2
He re comes the sun

Bye bye blues! Let the sun in. We have left the blue

t-shirt
3s4515-30229C2
trousers
4s2101-11395C1

tones behind and replaced them with the sunny shades
of bright ochre and sweet vanilla. These colours have a
true summer feeling, that make black, ivory, walnut and

blouse
2s2568-11373C2
trousers
4s2071-11352C1

shell shine in a new light. Abstract designs of flowers and
plants in black and white prove why this is the ultimate
colour combination. Shell and ivory are favourites in this
capsule, especially for trousers and jackets. The latter
comes with a surprising colour block effect. Camisoles
with a hint of lace or the wrap tops in bright ochre which
inspire many more looks.

pullover 7s5551-7806C1
trousers 4s2093-11424C2
blouse 2s2571-11409C2
trousers 4s2071-11352C1
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SEASONAL
Trends

THE POWER OF PRINTS
Nature is a great source of inspiration for the
colours and prints which are full of flowers,
leaves and animals. Sometimes with lots of
details in the patterns, sometimes completely
abstract. In the new season we wear prints
not as an accent, but mixed together. For
example, a jacket with matching trousers or
a top with a similar printed skirt. The exuberantly printed
dresses and kaftans have fancy details like sporty cuffs. They
often come with a matching belt, so you can decide whether
you go for tight or loose look. The most stunning print this
season is the laser cut broderie anglaise on the leather dress.

LET IT FLOW
This season we are loosening up. Relaxed
fitted kaftans, flowy skirts and even wider
trousers. The printed palazzo pants are
totally summer proof, and for she who
dares; they can be worn with a matching
top. The ankle-length pants with a split pair nicely with the
kaftan, although a difficult choice considering the many
attractive shorter sweater options.

YES TO THE DRESS
A good dress is worth its weight in gold.
As always with Summum Woman, the dress
appears in multiple guises. Short, but never
mini, with a matching belt and elegant
neckline. Or perhaps you’ll fall head over
heels with the new silhouette, the anklelength dress? Pretty with sandals, cool with sneakers and
later in the year, amazing with boots and a jacket or cardigan.

blouse 2s2541-11400C2, trousers 4s2075-5081BD
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blouse 2s2575-11373C2
jeans 4s2079-5082BD

top 3s4519-30236C2

pullover 7s5554-7809C2
jacket 1s1015-11392C1
t-shirt 3s4515-30229C2
jeans 4s2079-5082BD
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blouse 2s2579-11370C2
trousers 4s2088-11322C2

coat 1s1013-11389C1
pullover 7s5551-7806C1
trousers 4s2094-30219C1
coat 1s1013-11389

blouse 2s2528-11370C2, jeans 4s2075-5081BD
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dress 5s1245-11368C2
belt 8s738-8377AC

blouse 2s2550-11361C2
trousers 4s2115-11367C2
blazer 1s1018-11367C2
trousers 4s2071-11352C2

dress 5s1245-11368C2, belt 8s738-8377AC
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blouse 2s2550-11361C2
trousers 4s2119-11372C2

cardigan 7s5565-7809C2
trousers 4s2074-11352C2
dress 5s1253-11372C2
trousers 4s2071-11352C2

top 2s2572-11372C2
trousers 4s2119-11372C2
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blazer 1s1024-11355C2
trousers 4s2108-11355C2

top
2s2567-11353C2
trousers
4s2118-11353C2
blouse
2s2564-11362C2
trousers
4s2118-11353C2

blouse 2s2559-11361C2
trousers 4s2105-11727C2
top 3s4521-30214C2
skirt 6s1194-11371C2
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dress 5s1233-11406C3

CAPSULE 3

top 2s2554-11361C3
jeans 2S2563-11385C3

War m tones and cool shades

Capsule 3 contains a palette of alternating warm and cool
colours. Like a summer breeze over heated patio tiles, the
colours soft jade and ivory, terra and straw complement
each other. Tops fit loosely over the body. From fantasy
printed blouses to short kaftans, which you can wear
as a dress or over wide trousers in the same shade. A
more casual look is created by the chino-style denims
and skirts, which come in several colours. Sporty with
sneakers and a white T-shirt, on which all the colours from
capsule 3 come together in the form of an abstract print.
Or elegant with a blouse of multi-fleur print. The spotlight
in all capsules is on the sleeves. From fine knits with a
small puff sleeve to a slightly wider sleeve on a blouse, to
a wrinkle effect at the cuffs.

blouse 2s2563-11385C3
trousers 4s2092-11423C3
blouse 2s2534-11406C3
jeans 4s2079-5082BD
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SEASONAL
Trends

B O H O D AY S
Ankle-length dresses with flowy sleeves.
A soft organic cotton, wide leg denim with
a vintage wash. Romantic white tops with
puffy sleeves. This Boho trend delivers
nothing but true summer vibes. If you like
you can take the Boho part to the max by
accessorizing with leather sandals, studded belts and wicker
baskets. Even toned down in a casual way, you can hear
summer calling.

TERR A IS THE NE W BL ACK
Ask any woman for her favourite colour in
her wardrobe and guarantee, the answer
will be black. It is not without reason
black is one of our main colours in the
collection. Just as versatile, but slightly
more surprising are hues of brown, like the
warm terra. Wear them tone on tone or mix them with the
light ivory and soft jade to accentuate the intensity of the
colour. Worn with a more outspoken shade like sky blue
from capsule 1, will lead to an exciting game of contrasts.

CLOSE- UP
The final trend of the season may be the least
noticeable, but has a spectacular effect. It is
all about the small details on the garments,
giving them even more personality. A ruffle
on white denim. A contrasting hemline on
vintage jeans. A sweater with sleeves knitted
in another stitch. Or gold foil on a white T-shirt. If you look
closely, you will find countless details that give the designs
just that little bit more.
blouse 2s2555-11362C3, trousers 4s2117-11352C2
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tunic 2S2584-11380C3

blouse 2s2586-11385C3
trousers 4s2092-11423C3
belt 8s738-8377AC
blouse 2s2577-11383C3
trousers 4s2085-11322C3

tunic 2s2556-11385C3
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pullover
7s5552-7807C3
trousers
4s2139-11274C1
knitted top
7s5567-7815C3
trousers
4s2102-11381C3
bag
8s739-8378AC

top 2s2475-11274C1
skirt 6s1197-11381C3
t-shirt 3s4515-30229C3
trousers 4s100-90100C3
dress 5s1241-11381C3
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AWARE LABEL

The below fabr ic s are par t of thi s s eas ons AWAR E label:

JERSEY:
30218: 100% organic cotton
This fabric is made from organic cotton. The cotton is grown
under strictly controlled conditions, without genetic
modification and without the use of toxic pesticides or other
harmful chemicals.

blouse 2s2538-11398C3

CMT:
11361, 11362: 100% viscose
This fabric is woven from ENKA® viscose, a filament yarn made
from wood comprising 40-50% cellulose – the most common
organic and recyclable plant material. ENKA® uses only
cellulose from wood with the FSC label sourced from local,
legal and sustainably managed forests in Sweden, Finland,
Estonia and Scotland. ENKA® works with a self-developed
policy that promotes sustainable forest management and
protects old-growth forests. Please visit www.enka.de for
more information.

30219: 70% organic cotton, 28% polyester, 2% elastane
This fabric is made using organic cotton. The cotton is
grown under strictly controlled conditions, without genetic
modification and without the use of toxic pesticides or other
harmful chemicals.

11380: 65% recycled polyester, 35% polyester
No less than 65% of the polyester yarns in this material are
made from recycled polyester. Recycled polyester is made
from post consumer recycled plastic such as PET bottles,
making it a greener and more sustainable alternative to
standard polyester yarns. As well as shrinking the world’s
plastic waste mountain, the production process requires less
water, less use of chemicals and less energy.

30212: 95% organic cotton, 5% elastane
This fabric is made from organic cotton. The cotton is
grown under strictly controlled conditions, without genetic
modification and without the use of toxic pesticides or other
harmful chemicals.
30214, 90310, 30236: 95% EcoVero viscose, 5% elastane
The viscose in this fabric is EcoVero TM viscose by Lenzing, a
yarn made from wood pulp sourced from sustainable, FSCcertified or PEFC-certified forests. The closed loop production
process used to make this yarn recycles both water and
solvents. Please visit www.ecovero.com for more information.

BLUE DAZE:
5083, 5088: 94% cotton, 5% polyester, 1% elastane/83%
cotton, 15% polyester, 2% elastane
‘E-flow' technology was used to create the wash for these two
denims and is the only method of its kind with a sustainability
certificate. When washing and finishing, all kinds of chemicals
are transferred to the garment using a lot of water, and in
conventional methods, this highly polluted water is then
removed as waste water. With advanced E-flow technology,
many high-quality finishing effects can be achieved with
as much as 95% less water, 90% fewer chemicals and
40% less energy.

30229: 50% cotton, 50% EcoVero modal
This fabric is a blend of cotton and modal. Just like viscose,
modal is made from cellulose fibres from beech trees. EcoVero
modal by Lenzing has a positive CO2 footprint. Lenzing’s
closed loop production process keeps both emissions
and water consumption to a minimum. In comparison with
cotton, the production process for Lenzing’s modal requires
considerably less land and 10 to 20 times less water.

4s2110-5090: 97% organic cotton, 3% elastane
This organic denim is the most sustainable item in Summum’s
Spring 2021 collection. It is made from 97% GOTS-certified
cotton and the most sustainable technology is also used
for the wash. The leading international quality label Global
Organic Textile Standard (GOTS) sets high requirements
for both the production of the fibres and the processing of
the fibres into items of clothing and other textiles. The final
product may only be called organic if at least 95% of the
material used was cultivated and processed organically.

ACCESSORIES:
8377-8380-8381: 95% cow leather, 5% other
All of Summum’s belts are made in the Netherlands using
leather that complies with the European REACH regulation for
the use of chemicals. The leather used is residual waste from
the European food industry and is processed and coloured
by a Dutch tannery. The buckles and other metal parts are
nickel free.

blouse 2s2582-11388C3
jeans 4s2100-5084BD
blouse 2s2547-11380C3
jeans 4s2100-5084BD
sneakers 8s734-8373AC

KNIT:
7s5567-7815: 61% recycled cotton, 16% polyester, 14%
polyamide, 5% metallised fibre, 4% other
The yarns for this knitwear are made up of 61% recycled cotton
and bears the IOAS Global Recycled Standard certificate. By
processing such a high percentage of recycled cotton, this
yarn has a significantly reduced impact on the environment.
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4s2075-5081: 60% organic cotton, 39% cotton,
1% elastane
This denim fabric is made up of 60% organic cotton. For the
wash, only recycled water was used.
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dress 5s1239-11396C3

t-shirt 3s4502-30227C3

top 2s2536-11396C3
skirt 6s1197-11381C3
top 3s4497-30221C3
trousers 4s2094-30219C1
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Hey, wait....

C O N TAC T U S

THERE IS MORE
Online

BELGIUM

IRELAND

+32 (0)475741959

+44 (0)7976804101

DENMARK

NORWAY

+45 (0)20355718

+47 (0)97153888

FINLAND

RUSSIA

+35 (0)8405586584

+49 (0)23072699808

FRANCE

SPAIN

+33 (0)688364876

Rodolfo Echevarria

Eefje Gilis

Hanne Schultz

Have we caught your interest w ith our ne w Spr ing 2 0 2 1
lookbook? The n we ' ve got g ood ne w s for you ! You can di s cove r
more collec tion online on our B2 B website.

Taina Myllylä

We look forward to welcoming you at one of our showrooms. If you would prefer not to come in person, we would love to show
you our gorgeous new collection online. We have created an online showroom where you can take a look around and pre-order

Frank Mattouk

the Spring 2021 collection – all with the help of your agent or a member of our sales team. You can find the showroom in the
standard B2B customer portal. The magic key is your customer-specific login. https://b2b.summumwoman.com

GERMANY

Michael Griffith

Harald Dahlstrøm

Valery Schütz

Bilbao

+34 (0)607898363

Berlin

San Sebastián

Brita Daberkow

Cristina Hernandez

+49 (0)3074004581

Juantegui
+34 (0)670497445

Hamburg
Ingo Palm
+49 (0)15124021580

SWEDEN

Ebba Hårleman
+46 (0)709261522

Munich
Sabine Pfisterer
+49 (0)1728504491

U.S.A

Tanya Gabrielyan
+1 (415) 5331293

Nordrhein-Westfalen
Regine Schwarz
+49 (0)21317181485

SUMMUM WOMAN
HEADQUARTERS
+31 (0)202622800

Eschborn

sales@summumwoman.com

Claudia Walenta
+49 (0)1717560210
Sindelfingen
Susanne Sanz
+49 (0)1722566365
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blouse 2s2553-11360C1
trousers 4s2119-11372C2

summumwoman.com

blouse 2s2556-11385C3

